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~CHAI~~N (Bulgaria) (translation from RussiaE): I declare open 

the one hundred and seventy-second meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen

Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Before giving the floor to the first speaker, I shall call upon our 

co...Chairman, Mr. Fisher, who wishes to report to the Committee on the meeting of 

the co-chairmen which took place yesterday. 

MrJ.!.§.HER (United. States of .America): I wish to thank the 

representative of Poland for yielding the floor to allow me to make a brief 

announcement as co-Chairman. 

Before tu~ning to the main point of my remarks, I should like to thank 

personally all delegations, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, 

and his Deputy for the warm welcome I received on my arrival here. I am pleased 

also to greet once again, publicly, my fellow co-chairman the representative of 

the Soviet Union, with whom I have had the pleasure of working before • .As leader 

of the United States delegation and as co-Chairman, I assure the Committee and the 

Soviet co-chairman that my delegation will continue to give its full co-operation 

in all future consultations to advance the work of this Conference. 

I should like to report to the Conference that the Soviet co-chairman 

and I met on Wednesday> 4 March. .Ar:10ng other topics, we discussed the question of 

a collateral measures agenda for the Committee. The two co-chairmen have not yet 

been able to agree on an agenda at this time. Taking into account the views 

expressed by many delegations at the 170th meeting, the two co-Chairmen have agreed 

to :;,·ecomrnend to the Committee that an informal meeting be held. The purpose of 

the meeting would be to give all delegations an opportunity for an informal 

exchange of views on th:; qnestion of a collateral measures agenda. 

On Wednesday I recommended to the Soviet co-Chairman that the informal meeting 

be l:eld on Monday, 9 March, at 10.30 a,m. I did so in order to give myself the 

opportunity of becoming acquainted with the views of other delegations prior to 

the informal meeting, The Soviet co-chairman has indicated that he has no objection. 

Thorefore we recommend a meeting at that time. 

I hope I have accurately stated the consensus that my co-chairman and I 

ar;rived at on Wednesday. 
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The CHAIRMAN (Bulgaria) (translation from Russian): If there is no - -~~~~~~~~--~~~ 

objection, I shall take it. that the p:roposal made by the two co-chairmen is adopted. 

It was so decided. 

Mr. BLUSZJ.M,R (Poland) ( :t;r;:~nslt;,tion f~r.2!l.£h) : During the discussion 

we have had so far on the ed; of co11ateral measures 7 it has become abundantly 

clear that the majority of the members of our Cornmi-t.tee favour a detailed examination 

of the problem of the reduction of military budgets. The importance we attach to 

this problem in no way less·.'ms the interest we take in other proposals which aim 

at reducing international tension and facilitating the conclusion of an agreement 

on general and complete disarmament. It seems to us 1 however, that the proposal 

(ENDC/123, p.3) on the redu~tion of military budgets offers the g:reates·t chances 

of success for the reasous: 

First, we have a:!.ready 1\'i·tnessed. a cert,ain reduction in the military 

expenditures of the Soviet Union and the United States, Those reductions, though 

modest, we hope indicate a trend. We must now take all the necessary steps for 

this trend to be maintained and strengthened. 

Secondly, a measura of this nature 1 as experience has proved, can just as 

easily be car1•ied ou-t. unilaterally as by international agreements. It goes without 

saying that the conclusion of a '!lultilateral agreement on the reduction of military 

expenditures must no·~ be suhordimtted ·to reduc-tions in military budgets carried 

out unilaterally by all count:ries. But clearly unilateral measures can prepare 

the way for the conclusion of international agreements in this field. Hence we 

see many advantages in the proposal subr::dttecl at the meeting of our Committee on 

20 February by the representativo of the SoYiet Union, Mr. Tsarapkin, to the effect 

that our Committee should appeal to a1l States -- or at least, to begin with, all 

States possessing considerable military powe:c -- to follow the example of the 

Soviet Union, the United Str.tes, and some other countries which by way of ''mutual 

example" have taken steps to :reduce their military appropriations (ENDC/PV.168, p.19). 

At the same time our Co:nmi ttee would proceed to a detailed examination of a draft 

international treil.ty for military budgets by 10-15 per cent. An appeal 

to all States to follow the example of the So-.riet Union and the United States might 

be launched by our Co~mittee in the near future. There can be no doubt that this 

would be a manifestation of our intentions of great moral import and real practical 

value. 
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(Mr. Blusztajn, Poland) 

We hope that the l.T:::J.ited States delegation, in spite of M:::-. Foster's somewhat 

negative reaction on 20 February (~., p.21), will not object to our Committee 

adopting a text which would merely invite other countries to follow the course 

taken by its ovm Government. 

It also goes without saying that the amount of budgetary cuts which, in 

:::-esponse to our Committee's appeal, the countries may think fit to propose to their 

parliaments cannot and must not be determined here. There is therefore no question 

of 11 a hortatory request for specific cut::; in military budgets11 (ENDC/PV.l70 1 p.7), 

to use Mr. Foster's own words uttered on 27 February. All those measu~es will be 

taken unilaterally" 

As to the cor.clusion of an international agreement, here also there can be 

no question of imposing a definite reduction, as Mr. Foster suggested, but of 

finding by negotiation a formula which can at the same time taken into account 

the situations of the different countries and the exigencies of disarmament. 

During the discussions which have taken place in our Committee in the past 

fcr~night, we have been faced by two theses, one advocating budgetary measures 

and the other extolling the merits of measures directly applying to armaments. It 

seems to me that these two theses, far from being contradictory, really supplement 

one another. It is trua tnat a reduction in military establishments, like the 

destruction of cer~ain types of armaments, would, other things being equal, have 

immediate repercussions on the level of nilitary expenditure. But it is also 

obv1ous that a redudion in military budgets, if substantial, must of necessity 

entail a corresponding reduction in the efforts the countries are exerting to 

improve the struc~,ure of their armed forcos. 

I also believe that it would be vain to discuss whether a reduction in military 

budgets should precede 01~ follow a relaxation in international tension. Of course 

we all agree that tte budgetary reductions already carried out were a result of 

the better internationa:_ a0mosphe"!'e created by the signing of the Moscow agreements. 

But it is also true that possibilities in this sphere are far from exhausted, and 

there can be no doubt that the international climate would improve still further 

if the lli'eat Powers we:re to proceed to still more substantial reductions in their 

mili ta1y expend:L ture , 
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I have said> we n:ee far from underestimating tho importance of partial 

moc..:s;a::-es which would afi'eci> the armed forces. That we are asking the 

Committee to focus its attention no'"' on measures is because we have the 

ssion that we can tlms :r:::ach ble results in a relatively short time, 

wh:.1e avoiding the obstaclr; s vre en.courd,ered when examining the different proposals 

on the reduction of 3. l-\:nov,- on1y too 1vell that fundamental differences 

of op~nion o:>epara·be us w:t th tc c:t'i ter1a and methods for the reduction of 

armaments. We are conv:.ncad. thai 

~; in the course o·, our nc 

us desirable to adopt an indirect 

military expenses. 

we sh~;;.ll succeed in eliminating them by 

~or the present, it therefore seems to 

that of disarmament by reduction of 

The method of reduct:Lcn. we u:,visage, which leaves States free to make their 

own cho:i.cg, implies n.o s in the of the military machine and does 

not ct the prio-r-' tie.s They may wi zh to grant -~o various elements of their 

fo:-ces within a reduceii bucl~et. It can therefore in no way influence the strategic 

bn.:i.n.:-,cs- 1 ::."-:- -.-::; ~~LY ::t.c:.7arrtage to either side. 

I do not t:llink there is any neell. tc Jwell here on the effects that an 

international o,greement on the reduc·tion of military expenditure would have. His 

consequences woulC. clearly lw felt as much in the social and economic as in the 

m:U.itary and politicu.l fie:id, I-b is on the former that I should like to make a 

iG -_v b:J:,ief remarks befo:t."e c-Jnelud.ing 1!\~l ~tatenent 

\Te all agree that the mi effort plays an important part in the economic 

life of all countries an:l ~;;ular:L:-/ in that of the Great Powers. We also all 

agree that the reconver::'ion of the economy to a truly peacetime basis raises 

p:-·o"!:llems which should be conf;:i de red now so as to e:void any subsequent disturbances. 

I t_;link: tha·t a prog::cessiYe reduct1on c.f milit,ary expenses can help this reconversion 

process. 

3-eduction of :.; 1 ;.;<.n_r;-·.ed with a cious allocation for productive 

F-l:tp-:i3es of the reso1.:rces -t~n.~ can demonstrate the possibility of a smooth 

ro:>:Jr:.version. Thus the t:~cal ttnj_ milita:::-y efff:\cts, by influencing the 

i:nte::na.tional atmo ctnrl i.ncrea::dng confidence between peoples, would join. with 

the economic and soci.a.: eff.scts in creating a strong current of public opinion in 

favcur of further agrBements aLd further disarmament measures. 
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The application of the proposal submitted by the Soviet Union, by bringing 
> 

us closer to our final goal, w·ould enable us to envisage in a new light the 

realiza'tion of a project dear to the great majority of the Members of the 

United Nations: the establishment of a special fund for the economic development 

of the backward countries out of the savings effected in military appropriatiqns .•. 

May I be allowed in this connexion topay a tribute to the represen~~tive of ~razil, 

Mr. de Castro, who has had the great merit of reminding us (ENDC/126) of the 

importan~e of that problem? 

Poland has played an active part in the work undertaken within the 

United Nations on the economic and social consequences of disarmament~ and it 

wholeheartedly S'Lcpports the resolution enti tlod "Declaration on the conversion 

to peaceful needs of the resources released by disarmament" (A/RES/1837 (XVII)), 

adopted at the severit~enth session of the General .Assembly. The Soviet propos~! 

opens the way to this objective. I hope that we shall not miss the opportunity 

that is being offered to us. 

M:r.:.J?.!lliM§. (Canada): During the last three meetings at which collateral 

measures have been discussed we have heard several statements about the red:uction 

of military budgets. We have just heard a very thoughtful address on this suoject 

by the i'epresentative of Poland, to which I may refer again in the cour,se of my 

remarks this morning but which ln an;y case the Canadian delegation wil~ study with 

careful attention. 

It has seemed to the Canadian delegation that when we are discussing budgetary 

r9ductions wo must always be clear about what sort of action it is proposed to take. 

At recent meetings two different courses of action have been mentioned, and the 

representative of Poland has somewhat clarified the tying together of those courses 

in his remarks this morning. 

The first course is that States should unilaterally decide to rl39:uce their 

military expenditures. H has' been poi~ted out that both tile United States of 

Ame!rica and the Soviet'tJnion have reduced their defence budgets for the coming year. 

It is urged that this policy of mutual example should be continued, and it is hoped 

that it may be possible in the future to make larger reductions. Of course.we all 

welcome the announcements by these great military Powers that they intend to 

restrict their military expenditures, and we agree that action of that sort helps 
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to create a good climate in which to negotiate disarmament. The Canadian 

delegation believes that, if the necessary degree of mutual confidence could 

be established, it might be possible for those two States to undertake further 

steps in this field and be joined by others. 

The second course of action which has been proposed is that States should 

onter into a formal multilateral agreement to reduce their military spending by 

a specified percentage. That, as we understand it, is the proposal of the 

Soviet Union contained in its memorandum to the Conference of 28 January 1964 

(ENDC/123}. In the opinion of the Crmadian delegation, it is important that we 

distinguish between those two approaches to budgetary reductions. 

In present circumstances, when a State unilaterally decides to reduce its 

defence budget, its decision is governed only by its own assessment of its defence 

requirements. If subsequently the same State believes that there has been an 

i~crease in the threat to its national interests, it will most probably respond 

quickly by increasing its military spending. This in turn could stimulate steps 

by other States. In other words, mutual example can and does work both ways. The 

arms race itself is an example of nations following the policy of mutual example 

i!l the Ytrong direction. Thus, while we warmly welcome any evidence of self-

imposed restraint by tho major Powers in the field of military spending, only 

international agreements to undertake verified measures to limit or reduce armaments 

cu.n give us confidence that th.e arms race has been permanently stopped. 

W'e can now ask ourselves: would an international agreement entered into by 

States to reduce their military spending by an agreed percentage give us confidence 

t.hat the arms race had been permanent.ly stopped? Because a number of States aro 

able this year to take unilateral action to reduce their budgets, it does not 

necessarily follow that an international agreement under which all States would 

E>.ssume a formal obligation to reduce their military expenditures, which would 

rHally be only a declaratory arrangement, would be a significant or practicable 

collateral measure. An agreement of this sort would create confidence that the 

arms race had been checked only if the partdes to it were assured that the obligations 

to reduce budgets really meant fewer weapons coming off production lines, fewer 

weapons deployed in the field, and fewer men under arms. 

However, we run into serious difficulties as soon as we ask V.ilether, under 

an agreement to cut budgets by a definite percentage, States c6uld be confident 

t:1at military establishments were actually being reduced. 
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We, all know that national accounting procedures vary enormously. We also 

know that the economic structures and pricing methods of different countries are 

vastly different and that these differences are particularly marked between nations 

with capitalist and those with socialist economies. Furthermore, we know that 

expenditu1es on certain types of activities which appear in the military budgets 

of some. countries are normally included under quite different items in the budgets 

of other States. Fluctuations in currency values would. present yet another difficulty 

in determining the real meaning of an announced reduction in military expenditures. 

Members of this Cor.mitteo will doubtless recall that an expert committee of 

the League of Nations Disarmament Co11ference studied exhaustively the problems 

involved in the limitation of military exp9nditures in the years 1932 and 1933 

(Conf. D 158). Considerable progress was made at that time in working out methods 

whereby States could report their expenditures in a uniform manner which would 

permit comparison of the actual levels of spending. Although no agreement was 

reached at that time on whether it would be feasible to institute a system· of 

agreed budgetary restrictions, it was unanimously agreed that it would be useful if 

States published their military expenditures on a uniform basis. 

Bearing in mind that earlier attempt to solve the many problems connected with 

budgetary limitations, the Canadian delegation believes that it would be useful for 

experts to examine in detail how the military budgets of various States are in fact 

composed -- what constitutes military expenditures, how those expenditures are 

carried in the national budgets of various States, and whether agreed budgetary 

limitations could be verified in praqtice. l'fe noted that at the beginning of his 

statement the representative of Poland suggested that we should study in depth the 

proposals for budgetary limitations; and this, it seems to the Canadian delegation, 

is one of the ways -- and an impo~tant way -- in which we could conduct such a· 

studY in depth if we are going to make progress with these proposals. 

One result of the study which I have suggested might be the adoption of more 

uniform practices for reporting military expenditures. That could b'e valuable in 

two r~spects. In the first place, it would be useful under a general disarmament 

agreement for States to report military expenditures accordingto agreed practices 

to the international disarmament organization. In addition to that long-term 

advantage, a b,etter understanding of other nations' accounting practices might 

assist States to.follow a policy of mutual example in reducing military expenditures. 
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It seems to the Canadian delegation that, before a State reduces its expenditures 

in response to the reductions announced by another State, it needs to have some 

idea of the significance of the example which the other State has set. Moreover, 

in order to preserve the military balance, States intending to reduce their military 

budgets to know what the meaning is Ln concrete terms of the budgetary 

reductions of other States -- in 

aircraft, missiles and so on. 

words, how many fewer soldiers, tanks, 

After a study of the sort I have mentioned, tllis Committee would be in a 

gosition to decide what are the possibilities for international action in this 

field in advance of a treaty on and complete disarmament. A~ delegation 

believes it would be premature for th::s Committee to to work out an agreement 

lUlder which all States would undertake to reduce their military budgets by an 

agreed percentage -- or on any other basis -- before the necessary preliminary work 

of the kind 1 have mentioned has' done. 

In addition to the complex which I r.ave suggested might be 

o.ppropriately studied by experts, th<3:re is another of the s6v:iet proposals 

regarding militaey budgets which wou.ld :re1u:i"."e further clarification before 

could judge the merits of those proposals. The Soviet Union has suggested that 

this Committee address an appeal to all States to follow the example of the 

Soviet Union and the United States in reducing their military budgets. The 

reprasgntative of the Soviet Union indicated on 20 F'ebruary that certain paragraphs 

from the working paper (ENDC/126) submitt.ed by the representative of Brazil could 

::'orm the~ basis of such an appeal (ENDC/PV.l68, p.l9). The Soviet Union has aL'9o 

proposed that this Committee draw up an acreement 'Which would impose obligations on 

all States to reduce their military spending by a specified percentage. The 

SQviet Union suggests that action be taken by all nations. 

However, as the representative of India has already pointed out, Ststos which 

ut the present Hme are faced with the threa.t of agg~ession would find it difficult, 

if not impossible, to undertake cant reductions in their military spending 

in the near future (ENDC/PV.l70, P• ) ' Other SG<1te's may be confronted by other 

:::pecial problems which would affect their ability or willingness to become parties 

to an agreement such as h&.s been sed. Since t.hiB is a question which would 

nffect the entire membership of the United Nations, it seems to me that it would 

be logical for us to have the benefit. of the views of the r''nited Nations membership 
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as~ whole •. We wond!3r ~h~ther the SQviet Union delegation has thought of any way 

of <?~ta,i,ning the. necessal:'y prelimina~, ~nfo~a~ion on til~s po~nt,. Do~s it "P+OP9.S~ 

working out a questionnaire asking all Member States of the United Nations,to 

state,th~~r willingness.oi abil~ty to subscribe to an undertaking.to reduce .their 

m~li~ar~ •udgets as the Soviet Union has proposed? 

At th~ meeting of ~0 February Mr .• Tsarapkin said: 

"We .a:r;.e de~ply ,convi!fced that no State h~s, or can have, • an;y seri<?us 

reasons for not reducing its milita,:ry budget at tl).e presant time." 

<~W>CLPV .16§, p.l9) 

FranklY;, after listening to certain comments in this Committee at previous. !lleetings, 

my delega~ioq. cannot share Mr • Tsarapkin 1. ~ conviction •. We understand that ,the. 

Soviet UI?-ion 1s pr9posal envisage$ mainly reductions by S:tates :which.are,m~~ng, 
'- ' ' ' ,· . 

large ex~enditures. B1;1t ·'!lilitary expenditure is.,qften assess~d relative to n11tional 

in?ome. If,one co~siders this aspect, it might be argued th!l<t some. States.,._ other 

than members of. the two allia,nces represented h~.re -- spend re].atively l13-rge 

~~rtions of their total budget for.a~aments and.armed forces alth~ugh at the .same 

~ime they have an urgent need for funds for economic !'}nd soeial deve~opm~nt. , It 

seems to the Canadia~ delegation that this condition ought to be taken.into 
' ' . ' . -~ ' ' ·' ' ' . 

cQnsideration when one looks at the problem of reducing spending on e:1:t;'ms.~ ., ·'. . . . . ' ' '.. . ' 
It must be borne in mind th~t, accordj,ng to the represen'f:ativ~ Qf J~e, 

Sov:iet ,Union, the basic purpqse of the proposttl t~ reduce military spendi.ng is ~P 

put an end to the arms race. Mr •. Tsarap,ki~ at ou:: me~ting of 27 Feb:ruary,said: 
11 

••• the reduction of military budgets ••• directty' cuts away the bas;is of: 

the armaments race ••• 11 (ENDC /PV .17 0, p .44) • 
' i ; 

The purpose of ~ intervention this morning has been to point out the 

difficulties and complexities which req~ire stu~ a~d clari.fication before it will 
". ·• ·. 

be P.OSsible ,to de.cide in ,this Committee whether £l<n ,agr~ed reduc~io~ in military 

budgets would indeed be a quick and effective way to cut o~f the .a:rms race .• 

Several other proposals for collateral J!leasure~ have peen made in the Eighteen-Nation 

Disarmament Conferenc,e which coP,ld. co,ntribut,e e.ffeet,~vE!lY and directly to halti.ng 
' . ; . . ' ' .. . . . 

the a;rms race., 
~,. • l ' • • '• . • 

We noted that the repre~entative of Pola,nd .this, moJ:"ning. said that 

some of, the me~suras propo~sed could be ~o.mplemented by military .b1,1dget ,reductions 

ap.d that the various rnej1sures are .not necessarily opposed to .one anot~er (§l!pra, p. 7 ) • 
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The Canadian delegation believes that we should not re&ching agreement on 

certain of these other positive measures which would limit t,he irmnediate objects 

of military spending. 

The proposal of President .Johnson to freeze the num-.er ~1nd characteri cs 
t' 

of strategic nuclear weapons (ENDC/120) would put a to the development of new 

weapons of mass destruction. As the representative of Burma pointed out on 

20 February, the implementation of this proposal would stop further increases in 

the capacity which the major Powers already possess to destroy each other and the 

world (ENDC/PV.168, pp.7,8). If implemented, this proposal would result immediately 

in a significant~ decrease in the resources which are nov; deYoted to the manufacture 

of major armamen·Ls. It is a measure which we have been told would not involve 

onerous verification procedures. Fer all these reasons, the Canadian delegation 

regards this proposal as one which deserves early and serious negotiation. 

l'he same considerations apply to the proposal to stop or progressively reduce 

tho production of fissionable materials for weapon purposes. If the United States 

proposals in this area were adopted, t.here would be an immediate dec·rease in military 

expenditures and an all-important first step would have been taken towards nuclear 

disarmament. Incidentally,· I would remind representatives that ::Vir. Foster quoted 

on 13 February precise figures regarding the value of the weapon-grade fissiona-.le 

material which the United States is prepared to transfer now to peaceful uses. 

Mr. Foster told us that 60,000 kilograms of this material is worth approximately 

$720 million (ENDC/PV.l66 1 p.18). The Canadian delegation hopes that the 

Soviet Union will soon respond favourably to both those proposals in 

President Johnson 1 s message to this Confe.rence. 

Mr. FISHER (United States of .~-\rnerica): At present 

can produce nuclear weapons. It is in the interest of all 

number be not increased. 

a few countries 

world that their 

An increasingly large number of countries have peaceful nuclear programmes, 

It is in the interest of all that their number continue to increase. 

However, without effective , the materials and technolog.,v which are 

acquired for peaceful uses of nuclear energy r.my be diverted to produce nuclear 

weapons,. Unless effective safeguards are applied, what started out as a use of the 

atom for peace may turn into the development of the atom for war. Should this 
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happ~n,' the benef''it.s to mankind: which we hope to obto,in by the wide uses of 

nucl$ar ehe-l'gy for peaceful ptirpo'ses may be far overshadowed by the dangers 
. : . " . ' . ' . 

resulting f'rdiii'the increase in the number of nations having the capacity to produce 
. ; . . 

nuclear we1aip6ns.; It is therefore of great importance that we creat;, effective 

safeguards ag'Ednst this. To do so isi not easy·, but it is possible • 
. . ... 

·It is in that light that I should like to d'iscuss today two of the .J?roposals 

contained ih the fifth point of President Johnson's message to this Conference 

(ENDC/120)'. The fifth po1nt 'of the President 1 s message calls for an agree~ent 

"••• that all transfers of nuclear materials for peaceful pu~oses take 

place under effective :i.nt.ernatibnal safeguards}'! 

' It also calls ~pon the major 'nuclear Powers to ·~-
; ._, . ;,·:·r··· .. 

· "accept in an increasing number'' of their peaceful· nuclear activities the 

sam~ inspection they recommend :ftir other Stat~sri'' (ib:i.d., p.2)" 

!'should like, first, to review the major international activities and polic~es 
of the United States in the field of atomic energy. ~gainst that background, I 

shall 'tneri develop'further those two proposals in the President's message for 

international safeguards. 

A series of agreements for co-operation provides the basic framewo~k w:itpin, . 

which the United states participates in peaceful nuclear activities with other \ 

countries and international organizations. These include agreoments with t~e 
I •. ·' ' ' 

International Atomic Energy 'Agency· and with various regional organizat.io~JJ .~tive 
• • • • ~ • j ... f 

in the field. They also i:ncl~de' 'bilateral agreeme-nts for co-operation with some . 
', ·-; 

thirty-five countries. ~ · 

The nuclear' materi~ls which we hav'~ d:i~tribut.ed abroad under agreements for 

co-operation are valued at approximatei.y $82 o5 million~ R'eactors and critical 
.. . • - ' •• '~.. • !' ; ' ' " • :. 'f . ~' ; . ' ' ; ; . 

assemblies supplied by the' United States are located in twen:ty-four countries: •. 

Each i's subject to safeguards to ensur~:··against d:ive;sion of the materials. or 
' . . • . . ;1('. 

equipment to military use·s~ 'l'he system of safeguards applied bilaterally by the 

United States Government is administered by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 

The U~ited. States has ~iso given its strong support. to the de~elop~ent.of an 

effect:l.ve·system of international s'afeguard~by the Int~rnationai At~~~~ E~ergy 
! ·"', f ." • ·. ' ' ~ 

Agency. The United Stit~~ bflaie;al. syst~m is fully consistent with that IAEA 

system. 
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In recent years: the IAE.A has made significant progress towards the development 

of a comprehensive syst~m of international safeguards. Agency safeguards for small 

reactbrs of le~s·than 100,000 thermal kilowatts were adopted on 31 January 1961. 

Final action extending the system to large reactors of 100,000 thermal kilowatts 
I 

or more was taken on 26 February 1964. ·That final decision of the Board of 

Goverri.ors . of the IAEA was Wlairl.mous. In particular we welcome . the co -operation of 
. ~ \ 

the Soviet Union in· extending the Agency safeguards system.. We hope that in the 

future. the · I.A:EA will extend further 1 ts system· of safeguards to cover fuel 

fabrication and chemical re~rocessing facilities~ 

It is the policy of the United. Stit.tes to -t~ansf~r the administration of 

safeguards under its existing bilateral agreements to the.IAEJ, as rapidly as po~sible. 

In pursuance of this '·policy the United States end"Japa£, for instance,. have recently 

transferred to the IAEA res}:lOtisibility ·for ltdmin'i'stering safeguards .unde~ their·. 

existing agreement for co~peration. · The ·united States is our~entiy negotiating 

additional transfers with a number 'of its other bilate'rai partn~rs~ 
Some two years ago the 'IAE.A was also invited by the United' '&tate~ to apply 

'( :· 
Agency safeguards to several of its own smaller research and power reactors. Three 

reactors in th~ United States are at present being inspected :by th~ i:AEA. Two are 

research reactors lo'cated at Brookhaven, New York; ·the ·third is a. 45,500, thermal 
' . 

kilowatt power rea.otor located in Ohio. The opening of these facilities to IAEA 

inspection has, we'believe, been:·ti.. step:in de~eloping the principl~ of'sa:te'gua~ing 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy~ It has also assisted the IAEA in gaining 

practical experience in field-testing inspection techniques. 

The United States does not believe that the opening of these reactor~ to 
i.' • : ~' 

international inspection is a derogation from its national sovereignt~. NOr is 
, , , r· ,·, 

the safeguard system' onerous. It involves record keeping, reporting and 

inspection - tlie snma kfnd of controls as prudent management would naturally set 

up internally. For th& purposes of a safeguard system, such controls must be 

.checked and inspected by an ·external agency.· 

For the necessary external check• we p:tefe~ international to bila.t~ral 
safeguards. There is little'reason for any country to doubt the objectivity of 

inspections conducted byan·ittterna.tional inspectorate in which nationals of a 

variety of countries participate. 

I should now like to develop further the United Ste.tes proposals regarding 

international safeguards on peaceful nuclear activities. 
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Ffrst:; tlie; ·ut:dt~d State~ proposes that all future transfers of nuclear 

materials for pEiacef-\11: purpose~ take ·~18 .. c~ under effective international safeguards. 

W3 b-;;1ieve that. this p1.•oposal could be inlplehlented by appropriate agreements,' ~hich 

would grow out of this Conference, covering all such future transfer3. Fissio~able 
ma·berials, or raw matel'ials or equipment· essential to 'the production of fissionable 

r.1a:be:rials, would be covered. :; 

Suppliers would ag~ee to trahsfer oaterials and equipment only under IAEA 

safeguards or similar arrangements~ 

Recipients would agree to receive materials or equipment only under such 

s~fe~~arded arrangements. 

Provisions relating to open technology and authorized visits by scientists for 

st(1d3,; and observation might also be included. 
•:-,, 

1:ve believe that the agreement regarding transfer;s should, in addi tiori, provi'de 

fo:: -\;ile · exten::dcn of IAEA or. similar safeguards to an i:rici-easing number of· the' 

peaceful use facilities of all States receiving assistance. 

S~cond, the 'United States proposes that the major nuclear Powers accept in ari' 

increasing number of their oim pe·aceful ·nuciear activi'tl.es the same inspection as 

rerommonded for ·other States. 

As a first step in that direction, the United States ha·s already accepted 

DlliA safeguards on certain of itspeaceful use facilities, as I have described 

:p:c:.cviously • 
,(". 

.As a second step, the United States will invite the IAEL t~ apply s~f~~Eirds ·. 

-'uo a large power reactor in the United states. The Yankee power reactor at Ro'\ve~ 

Massachusetts, has been selected for this purpose., This privately-owned reactor, 
' ~ ' 

wh:l.c~ is ra·ted at a power level of 600,000 thermal kilowatts, is one of the largest 

nuc:ear power reactors in operation in the United States. In 1963 it.produced 

ove~ one billion electrical kilowatt hourso 

We are offering the Yankee reactor for Il<EA inspection for two reasons. 

Fi:rsb 1 it will assist the I.AEA further in developing and demonstrating the 

affGctiveness of its inspection techniques £or large reactor facili"tia.s. Second, 

we intend it as an example ·t·o ·other nuclear Powers.. We hope that other States will 

join tis in this st.ep and invite the application of U,EL safeguards on some of their 

large civil reactors; indee·d, we urge them, and 'in particular we urge the 

Ro7·iet Union~ -~o do so. 
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Progresrs towards development of an effective f\Ystem of international 

safeguards for peaceful nuclear activities is an important objective i~ itself. 
~ ; < -• ,•,• ~" ' 

Therefore the United States will invite IAE.A inspection of the Yankee l'eactor 

whether or not other States reciprocate. But~ as I have said, we urge the 

Soviet Union in particular to reciprocate. If it should do so, we could then 

discuss the possibility that we might both pla~e .. additional peac-eful atomic energy 

installations under !AlUi safeguards. 

Some membt:rs of the Committee may wonder about the aignifica.nee of these 

proposals e.s regards a slowing-down of the arms race. Today I have talked about 

IAEA safeguards, not general and complete disarmament. I l!ave talked of inspection 

of peaceful nuclear reactors instead of the destruction of armaments. Yet I believe 

that the proposals which the United States has put forward this mor~ing could, if 

acted upon, produce one of the most significant developments of this Couference .. 

In the future, atomic energy will become an increasingl,3r important re13ource 

for fulfilling man's daily noeds. As that happens, transfers .of nuclear materials 

between States for peaceful ~poses will increase both in frequency and in size. 

Participation in atomic energy research and civil power programmes will become 

more and more widespread. 

It ia of the utmost importli\.llce, thereforo, to take the steps which will ensure 

that these p9aceful atomic energy activities are not diverted to militar,y p~rposea. 

It is essential to build up the international safeguards which will keep that from 

happe~ing. If we do not, we shall find that in extending the benefits of nuclear 

energy for peaceful pw:poses we ha.ve not sown a. field with choice seed which will 

ripen into a field of grain for the benefit of all mankind. We may find instead 
l 

that we have oown the field with. dragons' teeth and that, when harv.est comes, it 

will bristle with nuclear weapons. What the United States propose.s are practical 

steps to keep that from happening. 

Sir Paul t~SON (United Kingdom): I h~ve liste~od with the greatest 

intorast to what our United States colleague has just, said, a.nd I am sure we shall 

all want to study very carefully the proposals he has put h9fore us. W"e. are all 

aware. of th.)_~~e&t importance. which. the peaceful development of atomic energy has 
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for· thEf' flittire'-'of ~~rildnd, and-'t am sure we all share Mr. Fisher 1 s view that it 

is ess~ntial that that peaceful' development cannot be in any way side-tracked or 

diverted t·o military purpose·s. 

I have asked for the ;flooT this· mb'rning fdr a rather 'd,fffer~nt purpo sa. I ; 
'\ ' ' 

have done so in order to make a brief ititervention on th'e subject of the int.erview 

givgn by the Soviet Miriiste~ for''Foreign Affairs, .. Mr. a;6myko, to. Iz~estia on . 

2 ~~rch (ENDC/127*), in the course of which~~. Gromyko took up some of the points 

dealt with in this· Conference at its169tb meeting by my leader, the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Afl'a.irs of the United Kingdom, Mr. ·Butler. I am not going to 
. . 

try to· deal this morning 'l"ith Mr. Gromyko 1 s answers to all the points which were 

put to him by Izvestia; nor do I want to over-emphasize the fact tna:t"'·Mr~'·lmtler 

came here to put forward the ideas of the United Kingdom Government and-to discuss 

them in t.his forum, whereas ·M'r. Gromyko apparently prefers to ,;admonisJiri the 

Conference -- and I eould thirik of a much stronger phrase -- from his vantage point 

in Moscow upon its i'ailur9'to make more rapid progress. 

What I do want to do is to take up two' direct comments made by .Mr. Gromyko 

on Mr. Butler's speech made at our !69th meeting. 

The first point relates to VI!'. Gromyko 1 s allegation that Mr. Butie:r --·and 

I am here about to quote from the report of the ~ internati'onal service in 

English on 2 :March -- virtually' evaded a discussion of the 'proposal 'on the 

retention of a restricted quantity of rocket weapons until the end of the process 

of disarmament,;' Taaa 'repo'rts II:~. Gro~ko as' saying: 

"Instead· of disbussing the disarmament problem on its merits, Britain 1 s 

Foreign Secreta.zy urged passing :it over to a laboratory'; that is, to 

engage· in an extimination of techni~al probleJti~·. 11 · 
j 

What,· in fact, did Mr. Butler say? l~t ~ur meeting of 25 February Mr. Butler, 
/", .... \ 

after setting out what he considered to be the three.essential elements or 

principles Of disarmament, said: 
.<, 

· 11 ~,, r: must' say that the time for generalities and gen.~ral speeches seems 

to me to be over. There is now· a crying need f(}r: c~hstructive .. work on 

·praetical'p:roblems. ·we must, 'so to ~peak, leave· the platform for.tlle 

laboratory. 11 (ENDC/PV .16$), p.9) 

That, as will be clear, was a general statement which ~~. Butler developed later 

in his speech and upon which I shall touch again in a. moment. 
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Howevl:lr, when it came to. dealing with Mr. Gromyko's proposals put forward 

at the last session of the General .Assembly (ENDC/2/Rev.l/Md.l), Mr. Butlerqs 

comments were .not what ~~. Gromyko suggests they were. If we look at the verbatim 

record of the 169th meeting, we shall see that Mr. Butler said that the Soviet 

suggestion.--.meaning the proposals contained in the Soviet draft treaty outline 

(ENDC/2/Rav.l) --

11 .... that almost all the defensive nuclear armoury of our allies and of 
their own should be destroyed in the first stage of a disarmament treaty, 

which they put at only eighteen months;. •• ~ soems to us to be unrealistic• 1' 

(ENDCLPV .169 ~ p.l3) 

But .Mr. Butler went on to say: 
11 However1 the United Kingdomapproach has always been to seek 

areas of agreement rather than to stress our disagreements. That 

is why at the Uni-ted Nations General Assembly my Prime Minister, 

wh~n ha.was Foreign Secretary, welcomed Mr. Gromyko 1 s new proposals 

as an advance on his earlier ones and a stepin the right direction." 

. (ibid. t p.14} ... 

Mr ~ Butler. went on: 
11 We think, therefore, that it would be ,.,.ell worth while to explore 

the form that this 'umbrella' ~~uld take and the means Qy which we 

should reach it -- and I am sure that we should have the continued 

advice of: the representative of the Soviet Union in this connexion. 

That i~ wey the United Kingdom representatives at this Conferenca 

have asked for more partiou;t.ars, inthe hope that we can bring our two 

positions ~earer together. This.still seems to us to be the right way 

in which to proceed." {~bid.) 

That is what Mr. Butle:r in fact said on this point; and I think it is as 

well to set the record straight in this respoct, because it does seem that Soviet 

representatives at a very high level are still unable to understand w·hy we 

continue to ask the~, as I did II\YSelf' at our last meeting, to make their propdsa.ls 

on this subject clearer to us. 
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The second point on which Mr. Gromyko took exception to Mr. Butler's views, 

as indeed our Soviet colleague did on 25 February (~., p.28),was concerning 

Mr. Butler's proposals-- and I am going to·quote from the question posed by 

Izvestia on this point 
11 ••• for the se·~ting up of special groups for the discussion of 

technical problems within the framework of the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee~" 

As I said just now: :Mr. Butler had this in mind when he referred, at the beginning 

of his speech, ·~o -~ht: need to "leave the platform for the laboratory". (iliA•, p.9), 

He went on to say at a later stage of his speech: 

"We should not look for a furthe1· proliferation of disarmament plans, 

which can too easily become a substitute for hard constructive work. ••• 

what I believe to be urgent~ needed is the hard factual examination 

of the measures involved in disarmament, ••• So I hope that as a 

result ofthese discussions it may be possible to set up working groups 

to study factually certain problems which are agreed upon as being 

themost important for ~he ::.r~iuiaJi.:-.~e i:L;:'.;u.;:~." (ibid., pp.l6,17) 

~tt. Gromyko 1s corMnent on this was fairly lengt~. I shall not quote it at 

length, but merely summarize it. He said that it was n?t a new proposal; that it 

had been made in the days of the League of Nations, when it had produced no use~ 

results and had, indeed; been conceived for the special purpose of frustrating aqy 

proposals aimed at effective disarmament. A~. Gromyko went on --and here! shall 

quote from the Tass report: 

"To refer the question of disarmament, including the qt:estion of 

control over disarmamentJ to technical groups means to hide the 

discussion of the probl~ms of disarmament still further away from 

'public opinion, to help the enemies of disarmament, those who regard 

the discussion of one of the ca~dinal problems of mankind as some 

kind of fencing at the confe:rence table." 

Mr. Gromyko added: 

"The Soviet Government is against such an approach to the 

disarmament talks. It stands for honest discussions and for an 

agreement on effective disarmament." 
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rt l.s pcr-:fecffy-correct that Mr. Butler's proposal was not. a new one; but 

n:dther is the So~i'~t nOvernment''s reaction to it. Indeed, we heard this from 

our Soviet;'c6lleague (EIIDC/PV.l69, p.28}. immediately after Mr. Butler had spoken . 
< ·' '•; 

here. Perhaps l may just give·one practical example of why it seems to us in the 

United Kingdom "that the "time has come -- and I quote Mr. Butler again --

u ••• to set up worldng gr~ups to study factually certain problems 
j . ' 

which are agreed upon as being the most important for the immediate 

future.n (ihl<f·• p.li) 

~Ve have ·had a good ·deal of discussion here already on the reduction of 

mili ta:ry ·e;tpen3.itu:ra; end the Com.r::li ttee will probably remember that at our 

meeting of 25 Februar.y there was an episode whon our Soviet colleague challenged 

figures which Mr~ Butler had used when comparing Soviet, United States and 

United Kingdom defence expenditures. lvlr. Tsarapkin said tha·t the figure which 

Mr. Bu·tler had t!sed •as a percentage of the Soviet yearly national income or, 

as we say in the West 1 of gross national product -- was incorrect: that it 

referx·ed ·!'to the percentage of the annual budget spent on military needs. On 'that 

basis Mr. Tsarapkin quoted a new ratio of figures between the Soviet Union, the 

Uni·hed S-tates and tJ:le. United ·Kingdom (illi_., PP• 28 1 29). 

I have1 to E:iay that ·we in ·!:ihe Uni t.ed Kingdom do not challenge the figures 

:M!'. T.sara.pkin has given for d~fence spending as percentages of national budgets; 

but we d\:r r:.o-!J. co:n:::~ide:r that the right basis for comparison, because the Soviet 

budget rep:res·S"nts a. much greater proport:.on of the gross national prod.uct than does 

either our O'Yil'Or the United States budget. In our system, free enterprise accounts 

for a very substantial segment of the nati~nal economy. 

The 0est basis :for compa:.'ison seems to us to be to work ou't defence spend.ing 
. . . 

as a percentage of gross national product. No figure of Soviet gross national 

produd is available to us, and consequently we have to make cel·tain calculations. 

The fi!;Ure of 13 per cent of groas national product that we have given represents 

a calculation based' on·~he best assessment we can mrute of the Soviet gross national 

product, relating this to Sovigt defence expenditure as a whole, and taking account 

of the uncertainties involved in the pricing of capital goods in the Soviet Union, 
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which we consider are underpriced in comparison with the West. Further, in 

estimating the real total of Soviet expenditure on defence, we think it may 

well be necessar,y to add to the published figure other items that we think 

should be included, such as part of the expenditure on science. 

So I suggest that there could hardly be better proof ~han that of the need 

for technical examination of the problems before us -- in this case a technical 

examination of the problems involved in milita~J expenditure, and particularly 

how to compare national budgetary practice€, I lis·hened with particular interest 

to what our Canadian colleague had to say on that RUbject thi~ morning. He 

has great experience in these matters, and I felt that his view on this point 

was very close to my own. Indeed, I -res no·t altogether discouraged when I 

heard our Polish colleague indicate earlier that he thought these questions of 

military expenditure did deserve caref~l stu~ in depth (Supra, P• 6 ). There 

are, of course, a number of other matters of at least equal importance before 

the Committee, all or most of which would benefit from the same kind of expert 

examination. 

In conclusion, I must say again that, unless we are prepared to get down to 

work of' this kind, our progress in this 0o.nmi·Lte.; h ;l;.:l::.l;::.l.:,' ~c ~c a-.:.f£ici3ntly 

speedy to allow Mr. Gromyko ta change his mind about it. We shall. almost 

literally, not know exactly what it is that we are talking about. I remember 

that our Canadian colleague not so long ago reminded us that it was bad diplomacy 

to make agreements if afterwards it was found that those agreements were based 

on an inadequate understanding of the situation, which made it impossible to 

carr,y them out. (ENDC/PV.l63 1 pp,l3,14), That applies no less if we add the 

blessed term "in principle". I earnestly hope that it will not be long before 

we shall be able to pick out the suojects on which we think progress seems likely 

to be possible and that, having done so, we shall devote our attention to using 

all the technical skill which we can muster to satisf,y ourselves that such 

agreements are not only desirable ·out also, in feet, realizable and workable. 

That is how we shall best ensure, to use Mr .. Gromyko 1 s own words, "honest 

discussions 11 and "an agreement on effective disarmament", 
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uJx. de SAJ.YriAGO C-~exico) (transl~tion f'rgm S'2anisb}: I should lik.e 

to join previous speal~ers in congratulating the Cpmmi ttee on the presence 

here of "";r• Fisher, Deputy l~irector of the Arms Con·brol an.d Disarmament 

Agency of the United States, no'" his .countr;y- 1 s representative on .our Committee, 

and of l<ir. Trivedi, Assistant Secretary of tl+e !.linistry of External A.ff'airs, 

and nmv leader of the Indian delegation.. On behalf of the i.v~exica:n delegation 

I extend a cordial welcome to them both. 

have followed with close attention the debate on the stu~ of me~sures 

for general and complete disarmament and of the so-called collateral measures. 

For our country, as ?resident LOpez ~~teos stated in the United Nntions General 

Assembly on 14 October 1959 -

"Disarmament is a problem of such o~erriding importance that nobody 

could refuse to consider it in any of its aspects or in whatev~r "!;erms 

ii is stated. The responsible leaders of all countries should per~evere 

in their efforts to resolve it, exEwrining all suggestions and probing 

all methods. lt,aced with so serious a problem, none of them should give 

way to disillusionment, inertia or apathyn. (A/PV .828, para.~~) 

I think that those words are relevant today because, after weeks of discussion, 

murmurs of disillusionment an9- p~ssimism are beginning to be heard. T~ose of 

us who come from the non-aligned countries are here to wield the weapons of 

persuasi.on, because we have faith in positive solutions. 

As today' s meeting is devoted to the consideration of collateral measures,, . 

I propose to mal-te a few comments on some of the pronosals that have been submitte.d 

to us. 

Proposals have been advanced in this Committee for halting the arms race. 

Among them I may mention those relating to the fr.eezing of nuclear delivery 

vehicles proposed by the United States (ENDC/120), the reducti,on of military 

budget~ ··s~ggested by the Soviet Union (ENDC/123), the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapbns~ the reduction in the production of fissionable material for 

war purJ?~~es, :and other proposals the Committee should study in an attempt to 

reach an agreement which, in addition to leading to general and complete 

disarmament, would reduce international tension and release resources for the 

economic improvement of the so-called under-developed countries, thus promoting 

the realization of the idea sug5ested by the Brazilian representative (ENDC/126). 
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Throughout its history, ..... exico has always emphasized the virtue of friendship 

and its unshakable belief in the peaceful co-existence of peoples, and we are 

sincerely determined to achieve peace. We have given practical proof that peace 

is a possibility. Together with other Latin-American countries, we have 

contributed - at least to a large extent - to the establishment of harmonious 

relations betv,een the nations of our continent. We have never constituted a 

threat in America; we are developing in an atmosphere of respect and mutual 

understanding, and we are inspired by a strong desire for collaboration. 

As a people, we are hostile to armaments and war, and our military budget, 

framed within extremely narrow limits, has the sole and exclusive purpose of meeting 

the requirements of internal security. It may be said:that, for many years past, 

.. ;lexico has solved this problem within its national framework. Some co~t.ri.es 

might perhaps lighten the overwhelming burden represented by expenditure on war 

material at a time when the economic development of Latin America calls for the 

greatest concentration of resources. But we are convinced that in order to 

overcome the handicap of their inadequate development, some of our countries also 

need to help themselves by hard work. and creative imagination. We are putting 

forward these considerations with due. respect for the sovereignty of each nation 

and with no desire to interfere in the domestic or external affairs of others. 

Among other things, ray coWl try attached importance to the motion put forward 

by President Alessandri of.Chile in November 1959 in which, although he made no 

reference to •itexico, he said: 

"Latin America must not become a constimer market for armaments in excess 

of reasonable requiremen-'tis for defence against aggression. Still 

less should that occur at the cost of the prosperity of its peoples, 

because such expenditure retards .the economic develo~ment of the countries 

of which it is composed." 

There are joint declarations on the same problem by the Governments of Chile 

and utexico, signed at Santiago in January 1960; by Brazil and .;exico, signed at 

Mexico City on 10 .April 1962; and again recently by Chile and l:.exico, signed at 

·~~exico City on 17 :iJecember 1962. I thinl;: that all these facts have contributed to 

reduce tension and that our efforts have not been useless in eliminating the threat 

of war. Those agreements rest upon the conlloon interest of all concerned, to employ 
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an expression 'used by < . .r. Foster on 27 February, (.EI.JDC /PV .170 p. 4 9 ) , and the 

intentions of our States with regard to the problem of disarmament have been 

plainly stated, as Dll'. 'fsarapldn ash:ed on 13 February (ENDC/?Y.l66, p.38). 

are glad to repea.t the remar!f. made by the United States representative il4' • .J:!1oster: 
11Let us firmly in mind the benef'i ts which will accrue to manldnd 

through the savings which actual disarmanlent will mal:e possible." 

{ El'f.®iJ.:V • 16~ ;. .12.41 ) 

It is our impression that those remarks substanti~.lly coincide with the 

Brazilian propose.l and other declarations of Heads of State of some of the countries 

of our continent. There can be no doubt that, -
11 

••• it is mos·l.; im_portant that the example of the Soviet Union and the 

United States in this field should be followed by other States," 

(ibid. I ~·1~) 

as the Soviet Unitm representative, ,,Jr. Tsaraptdn, said on 20 February. We 

are ready to collaborate within the compass of Latin JU!lerica, of our continent, 

and of the world as a whole to ensure tha·t men, despite the threat of arms, should 

reach mutual understanding. 

I do not pro2ose to deal in detail with the Brazilian representative's 

:proposal, for I thinlt it might be prudent to mmi t the re]')ort mentioned in Genera.l 

Assembly resolution 1931 (l::VIII) which is quoted in the Brazilian '\Jorldng ?a:per. 

This will be submitted at the nineteenth session of the General Assembly 1 which 

is the right place for discussion of the establishment and operation of the proposed 

fund. 

L'lexico and Brazil share the same ideals, the same feelings and the same 

rea.lizable hopes, and we are therefore confident that the ideas of Brazilians 

and Hexicans will substantially coincide with regard to ·the proposals of the 

representatives of the States forming part of our Cornnd ttee. 

i.;r. TSJui.APKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian): Before. talting up the questions with which I intend to deal in my 

statement today, I should lih:e to reply briefly to the represen·tati ve of the 

United lCingd.om. 
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The statement made by Sir Paul r.ason today in defence of the views and proposals 

expressed by the Foreign Secretary of the United ~Hngdom, J.,ir. Butler, in his statement 

in the Committee on 25 February (ENDC/.?V .169) failed to ::_Jroduce anything new on 

the substance of the matter. lie consider that the· evaluation given by the rtdnister 

of Foreign Affairs of the USS:a,, .... .r. A.A. Gromy:;:o {El.\iDC/12~(*), to these views and 

proposals of 1.X, :3utler has in no Tray been refuted by Sir Paul 1:<ason. That 

evaluation remains fully valid. 

Today Sir Paul <.ason indulged in the same unfounded evaluations, practically 

out of the blue, concernin;:; the military ex::_Jenditures of the Soviet Union which also 

fi6ured in the st,atement of the Po reign Secretary of the United I;:ingdom in the 

Coxnmi ttee when he said thfl,t 13 ::_)er cent of' the gross national product of the Soviet 

Union went .on military ex1)enclitures (ENDC/?V.l69, p.l5). This evaluation of 

Soviet military ex.penditures is essentially incorrect and is a :product of the free 

fantasy of the authors of these unscientific and unfounded statements. 

As the discussions on collateral disarmament measures in the Eighteen-Nation 

Conunittee have shown, the majority of the representatives who have made statements 

have shown great interest in t:t1e question of ·reducin.; military budgets. We note 

with satisfaction that nearly all the re:Jresentatives in the Commi:lltee have spoken 

in favour of reducing military budget·s, and that the majority of the members· of the 

Committee have a positive attitude towards the pro?osal of the Soviet Union for 

the reduction of military bud::;ets by 10 to 15 per cent (ENDC/123). 

At the same time 1re cannot but ex:;.:>ress our concern that the re_2resentatives 

of the ,7estern ?owers have so far shown no desire to reach agreement on the 

question of reducing military bu.dgets. In their endeavour to prove the impossibility 

of carrying out this mee,sure at the :present time, they have put forward a number 

of objections to the reduction of military budgets. All their argwnents and proofs 

are unfounded and unconvincing. Let us consider them one by one. 

l. The first objection boils down to the following: they state that at 

present there e,re a number of unsolved territorial and other problems and that, 

until these outsJ(;anding international problems are settled, States cannot agree to 

reduce their mili tar'J budgets. The conclusion is that the rela~~ation of 

international tension &nd the settlement of contentious international problems are 

a prerequisite for the solution of the problem of reducing military expenditures. 
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It seems to us that such en approach to the matter is ;qrong and unjustified. 

In fact, in international life ·t.here have always constantly been and there will 

always arise international problems calling for settlement. There is no 

justification whatsoever for the demand that contentious territorial and other 

international problems should be solved .as a condition for reducing armaments 

or cutting downexpenditures for military purposes. The task is p1•edsely to 

bring about some relru•ation of international tension by carrying out such a measure 

as a partial solution of the disarmament problem - .if, of course, it is not 

possible to solve this problem in a more radical i'fay, through general and complete 

disarmament. 

The Yery fact of agreement to reduce military e>..J?endi tures would undoubiiedly 

have a positive influence on the development of the in·ternational situation. All 

the members of ·the Committee emphasized that the conclusion of the k;oseow Treaty 

on ·the cessation of nuclear tests, and the reaching of agreement on renunciation 

of the use of outer space for placing nuclear weapons in orbit, have substantially 

improved the international situation. Therefore there can be no doubt whatsoever 

that the .reduction of military budgets by 10 to 15 per cent, proposed by the 

Soviet Union, w·ould also be a substantial contribution towards improving the 

international situation, and would help tow·ards slowing down the armaments race 

and achieving agreement on other disarmament problems. We consider the argument 

advanced by the Western Powers that outstanding international problems must be 

settled before a start is made to reduce military expenditures to be completely 

unjustified and merely aimed at evading agreement on one of the urgent collateral 

measures in the field of disarmament. 

2. The second objection is as follows: the representati-Yes of the Western 

Pov;ers state that agreement must first be reached on the material destruction 

of some specific type of weapon - or even not destruc-'~Jion, but "freezingtt -

and that then the problem of reducing military budgets 11 solve itself - that 

is, automatically • 

. In this connex.ion we should like to emphasize that the Soviet Union considers 

it necessary to reach agreemen·t on the reduction or elimL1ation of specific 

ty·pes of armaments. The memorandum which the Soviet Gover:nment submi t·ted for 

the consideration of our Conference (EliDC/123) contains proposals for the reduction 

of the numbers of armed forces and the elimination of bomber aircraft, while the 
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So7iet draft treaty on general and complete disarmament {~J.DC/2/~ev.l) proposes 

eYen more far-reaching measures for the progressive elimination of specific ty:QeS 

of w·eapons. .As the negotiations show 1 however, the representatives of the 

Western :Fowers put forward objections against the elimination of any specific 

types of armaments under thv pretext that such elimination would change in an 

a.."l.:favourable di:t·ection the bala.n~Je of forces between the countries of the West 

and of the East. 

It v;as precisely in order to obviate these arguments of the '\'!estern ?owers, 

and to avoid all the complications and difficulties which arise through the fault 

of the 1Testern Powers whenever we start considering proposals for tll.e elimination 

of specific types of armaments, that the Soviet Government put forward the 

reduction of military budgets as a separate collateral measure. The implementation 

of this measure w·ould not affect the existing balances of forces, since all 

States, and in the first place the most powerful ones militarily, would reduce 

their military undertakings by an agreed proportion. 

3. As their third objection, the representatives of the Western Powers 

assert that the im2lementation of the proposal for the reduction of military 

budget,s by 10 to 15 :per cent would not have the same importance for different 

States. Thus States having large military budgets would have to reduce their 

exJ?enditures to a, greater extent than States with smaller military budgets. 

It is self-evident that in this matter we cannot aslt all States to reduce their 

budgets by an equivalant amount. The whole process of disarmament envisages that 

~.;he militarily most powerful States will have to reduce and destroy a. larger 

quantity of weapons and disband more military units than small and med;i.um-sized 

States. But the percentage reduction of military budgets would not change 

the existing balance of forces, since all States would have to reduce their 

military expenditures in equal proportions. 

4. As their fourth objection, the representatives of the Western Powers 

point out that there are obstacles of a constitutional nature to a further 

reduction of military budgets at the present time. Tie should like to stresf 

that this aspect of the question is outside the competence of our Committee. 

Constitutional ~ld similar problems relate exclusively to the internal 

competence of States. It would be absolutely unjustified and inappro:;_:>riate 

to consider these questions here in the Committee. If States are advocates 
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and not opponents of disarmament, they will naturally find ways and means of 

bringing their internal cons-ti tuti.onal procedures into line with an agreemen·t 

on any particular disarmament problem. 

5. ~l'he fifth objection as follows: as an "argument 11 against an agreement 

to reduce mili ta:ry budgets, the representatives of the \iestern :Fowers forward 

the difficulty of sol~ing the of verification of the fulfilment by S·tates 

of their obligatio:ri.9 to reduce litary a_p_propriations. This was mentioned today 

by the representative of Canada, • Burns (supra. r pp.lC et seq.) 

Such an "argument" Cal1 in no way be considered valid. Veri±'ication of the 

fulfilment States of their obligations to reduce military expenditures is not 

more complicated but simpler than verification of the fulfilment of the 

obligations of Stat.es to reduce some specific types of a.rrnaments or numbers of 

armed forces. As we pointed out on 13 February~ >ve do not see any obstacles to 

considering and :reaching agreement on the necessary control over the reduction of 

mili ta.ry tures, when vte are concerned with an agreement on the reduction of 

the military budgets of States (El1TDC/PV .166, p:p. 37, ) . Tie are to 

discuss the specific aspects of this question if we come to an agreement on the 

reduction of 1nilitary expendH;ures. 

over the reduction of military 

\'!e are convinced that the problem of control 

could be solved ~ositively, and in our 

opinion it can in no way be an. obstacle t,o the of such an 

Thus we cannot admit as valid any of the objections to the reduction of 

military budgets which the represen·batives of the \'!estern J::'.owers have forward 

here in the Committee, a,s well as in informal tal!.t.s. All these objections show 

that the tern :t'owers are uot prepared to consider specific as:pects of the 

problem of reducing military - this most and most ly 

implemented colla·teral measure 1 which has met with the greatest support from the 

members of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

We cannot, of course, di JGhe fact that at the present time the United 

States and :i. ts Western partners are not ye-t to reach agreement in the 

Commi ttE:>e on the reduction of military budgets. At the same time we do not 

consider that the represeRtati ves of the ~'f.3stern :Powers have said their last 

word - or at least we hope -!:.hey have not. Our in this conne::don is 

strengthened by the circumstance that the Soviet for the :reduction of 
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military budgets by 10 to 15 per cent has been made rli th due regard to the fact 

that a similar proposal was put forwPurd by the United States Government itself in 

1957. i>.s is well lmown, at that time the United States delegation in the United 

Nations Sub-Conuni ttee on Disarmamen-b l)rOl_:)Osed, among other measures which States 

should carry out in the first place, the reduction of military budgets by 10 per 

cent. It is characteristic that at that time the United States delegation did 

not in any wey consider the proposal to be difficult to carry out because of any 

"peculiarities" of United States legislation or because of any constitutional 

prooedures. Bearing this in mind, we ho:pe that now, after a more careful study 

of the proposal for the reduction of military budgets by 10 to 15 per cent, ~~hich 

essentially coincides with the aforementioned United States proposal, the Governments 

of the Western Powers and, in :particular, the Government of the United States 

will deem it possible to go forward to meet the cou~tries supporting this proposal 

and that we shall be able to solve this important problem in the interests of peace. 

Therefore we consider it necessary to continue to keep the question of reducing 

the military budgets of States by 10 to 15 per cent constantly wi-thin the field 

of vision of the Committee. 11e shall continue to exert all our efforts to 

persuade the Western Powers to change their negative attitude towards this problem. 

l;:.ieanwhile, in order to avoid a comlJlete standstill or deadlock in the work of the 

Committee, we propose once again, as a first step towards the implementation of a 

reduction in military budgets, the drafting and adoption of a declaration or appeal 

to all other States to set about reducing their military budgets, on the basis of 

the policy of "mutual example" as shown by the Soviet Union and the United States, 

which have taken certain steps to reduce their military expenditures. 

Yle should now lih:e to give some full explanations of another Soviet proposal -

the withdrawal of foreign troops from the territories of other countries. This 

proposal is contained in the memorandum of the Soviet Government of 28 January 1964 

on measures for slowing down the armaments race and relaxing international tension 

(ENDC/123). 

In one of our previous statements (ENDC/?V.l60, pp.ll, 12) we have already 

stressed the great significance that the Soviet Union attaches to the question of 

the withdrawal of foreign troops from the territories of other conntries. 

have pointed out the widely-lmown recent events which conf;trm the urgency of this 

Soviet proposal. Every day we see more and more clearly the tremendous harm which 
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the presence of foreign troops in the territories of other countries is causing 

to all peO]Jles. The presence of foreign in the Jt:.erri tories of other 

countries causes much harm not only to the :;:>eo::.Jles of the countries where the 

troops are sta.tio11ed1 but also to the peoples of the States whose governments have 

sent these troops to foreign countries, to territories which are not infrequently 

many thousand miles aYray from their nationa,l boundnries. 

If we were to shade on e. }JOli tical ma:p of the modern world the countries 

and terri to:des in which foreign troo)s an' stationed, the >10uld cover 

more than half of all the countries of the world. Here are some facts whicp 

are as:toundi1~g in these days. At United States troops are scattered 

throushout the world and are stationed in the territories of forty-one countries. 

Over .a million United States troo:;_:ls 1 or about 40 per cent of all the United 

Sta·tes armed forces, axe serving beyond tho national boundaries of the United 

States. Briti a.nd French troops are stationed in the territories of dozens 

of countries. 

'i'ie are now witnessing an unprecedented situation, :i.n which many countries 

are actually living under conditions of systematic foreign military occupation. 

This means that the world is living 1 as it >tere, in war-time conditions, although 

nearly two decades have passed since the Second 1!orld ~·:ar. In our last 

statement on this question we pointed out that if the presence of troops in the 

territories of foreign countries leads to a worsening of the international 

situation, the enormous concentration o:e forei~~n in the terri·hories of 

European States has a particularly pernicious effect on the development of 

international relations. 

Taking into account the im:;:mrta11ce of this question, the Soviet Government 

has on a. number of occasions put forward proposals aimed at wi thdr£>"wing, or 

at least reducing, the foreign trooj:JS in lilurope. Unfortunately our proposals 

have fallen on deaf ears where the '.Iestern :Powers are concerned. They have 

not met the response they deserve from the representatives of the !'!estern 1'owers. 

In objecting to this :Qro:!_)osal they invariably e~ssert that the wi thdra.wal of foreign 

troops, and in particular the troo:;>s of' the U:ni ted Sta~tes 1 from the terri tori a eo 

of Western Euro2e would upset the t'bala.."lce of forces" !llld would bring about some 

sort of military advantage for the Warsaw Treaty countries. 
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Let us exeJnine these arguments more carefully. In the first place, what 

strikes us is that those who :put forward such aq,uments 2.-re thi:nlting in the 

out-of-date terrr.s of the first half of the twentieth century. They absolutely 

ignore the fact that at the present time strategic means of delivery of nuclear 

weapons and, primarily, intercontinental illi ssi les f.re the basis on which the 

balance of forces is determined, But :Jrecisely this decisive type of weapon 

is not affected by the Soviet ~roposal for the withdrawal of foreign troops from 

the territories of other countries. :Neither the quantity of these deli very 

vehicles nor their distribution - that is, the location of the intercontinental 

missiles held by the two sides- is altered by this ;ro::_:losal. 

Secondly, no considerations of security can justify the continued maintenance 

of foreign troops in the territories ofEuropean States. On the contrary, it is 

f!'aught with serious dangers both for those States and for veace throughout the 

world, since it creates in that area an atmosphere saturated to the limit with 

explonives 1 where a small SiJark could be enough to set a world nuclear war ablaze. 

It is characteristic that the most zealous defenders of t,he maintenance of foreign 
t 

troops in Euro~e are the militarist circles of the Federal ~epublic of Germany, 

who ar9 hatching plans for revenge~ since for them, for Jc,hose circles in \/estern 

Germany, ai'J.Y p:rospect of peace wculd mean the failure of their aggressive 

revanchist plans. That is why the Government of the Federal J.epublic of Germany 

reacts so nervously to any reports about a ;_:>ossible withdrawal or even reduction 

of foreign troops. 

Thirdly and lastly1 let us consider wheJt the situation in Europe would be 

from the military point of view after a reci:;_Jrocal withdrawal of Soviet and 

United States troops. According to official TTestern data, NATO has 56 divisions 

in all the "BA1roJ?ean area.s. Si:t of these divisions belong to the Un.i ted States 

and one brigade belon6s to Canada. Thus, after withdrawal of the six United 

States divisions to the other side of the ).tlantic Ocean, HATO would have 50 

divisions at its dis)osal in Europe. ~~~oreover, practically the entire army 

of -;'{estern Germany, which now constitutes the basis of the NATO forces in Euro1)e, 

is stationed in Central EuroJ~e, directly on the bord.ers <lividing the countries 

adhering to HATO an.d to the ·Jar saw Treaty. 
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Furthermore, one should also bear in mind the fact that at a distance of 200 

to 300 kilometres from the army of \'testern there will be the French, 

Belgian, Netherlands and. Danish armies, numbering roughly ,ooo men according 

to official data. fact, model'll t:r.ans:port ili ties, these troops 

constitute a kind of' operational reserve, which can be utilized immediately • 

.At the same time, all the Soviet armed forces sta.tioned in Central Europe 

would have to withdraw from the line the two in Europe to a 

distance of 1,000 or more kilometres awa,y. In the light of these how 

can one say with a face that the implementation of the Soviet pro:posal 

for the wi thdxawal of troo_ps :from Europe lWUld resul i in some sort of threat 

to the security of the NATO countries &J.d, in particular, to Italy, as :i.i.r. Cavalletti 

says? When the representatives of United object to the withdrawal of 

·ta·oops from Europe, have mainly Western Germany in mind. But ev-eryone h.nows 

tllat the portraying of Germany as a defenceless lamb threatened th danger from 

the East was one of the favourite devices of the German n:rili tarists in the 

between the Pirst and Second World Vfars. This argument a not inconsidera.ble 

when Germany was trying to rid of the limitations of the Versailles Treaty 

and to obtain further .American milliards for its rearmament. 

The implementation of the Soviet proposals could cause neither military nor 

political harm to any European State; at the same time it would considerably 

strengthen the security of all the cotmtries of , both Eastern and Western. 

The soo11er all these troops are wi tJldrawn from the terri tory of European 

countries, the more stable will }leace be on this continent and throughout the 

world and the less will be the danger of the outbrealt of var. Yfe that the 

Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament w·ill duly consider this Soviet proposal, 

which is prompted by the desire to strengtJ1e11 universal ::_Jeace. 

Qn & political map of the modern world one can c see 

of possible oonf'licts appear preci where there are mi 

the centres 

bases 

and foreign troops. The facts show that the 2resence of foreign troops is one 

of the main causes of conflicts, of which the populations of the countries in 

whose territories foreign troops are s·tationed and military bases are 

located become the victims. The presence of foreign troops lends to such a 

situation that in these countries any incident, even if it is insignificant at first, 
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may lead to serious international crises fraught with far-reaching consequences. 

Fo:reign troops actively hinder the peoples· and governments of the countries where 

they are stationed from settling their internal affairs and solving their own 

problems ,\-i thout outside interference. 

The facts of recent times ::..l10w a trend towards a further aggravation of an 

already dangerous situation. .Reinforcements - battalions, regiments and divisions 

- are hastily being sent out from the mother country, and plans are being hatched 

to send other troops to countries and areas where there are as yet none •. In 

discussing this. question we a.re compelled to point. out the extreme danger to peace 

in the ivledi terrMean area inherent in the despatching of further contingents of 

British troops to the territory of the Repu~lic of Cyprus, the people and Government 

of w·hich. have uneq~livocally declared themselves in favour of annulling the shackling 

agreements under which military bases of the United Kingdom have been maintained 

in ti1e territory of the Republic. Instead of yielding to the legitimate demand 

of the people of Cyprus, the HATO States urgently tried to make plans for the 

further occupation of Cyprus by foreign troops of the NATO colintries. They .. ' 
arranged matters so that.the

1 
territory of the Republic of Cyprus would be occupied 

not only by British but also by United States troops, and even by troops of the 

West German Bundeswehr. Ylliat causes profound concern is the f~ct that the 

politicians and statesm.on of the ~·res tern. :Powers, in maldng these adventuristic 

plans, close their eyes to the extremely dangerous consequences which they entail 

for the peace of the.world. 

Serious concern is aroused also by the activities of foreign.troops in Asia 

and Africa, in countries whose populations up till recently were in the grip of 

the colonia.l. yoke but have now tal<::en the path of national independence and do not 

wish to put up with the presence of foreign troops i:p. their territories. The 

NA'£0 Powers, who are concerned solely with this matter, do not wish .to leave these 

countries in peace and are hindering their independent development in every way. 

States members of NATO which have stationed their troops in these countries are 

seeking every possible opportunity to consolidate thair hold there as thoroughly 
· ... '. 

as possible and for a longer time, and for that purpose they are striving abov~ 

all to prolong the presence of their troops, :the number of which is ~onstantly. 

increasing under various pretexts. 
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In recent weeks the attention of world public opinion has been drawn to 

East Africa. lifter military demonstrations by the Uni ·ted Kingdom and other 

Western :Fowers against a young State, the :teople 1 s Republic of Zanzibar and 

Pemba, Kingdom troops have been sent to other African countries: 

Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda. They have disarmed the soldiers of the national 

military forces of those countries. Tne United Jingdoro. co~~and has established 

military control over the main strategic points of those East PJrican countries, 

which are independent~ by stationing several thousand British soldiers there. 

Considerable naval forces of the United Kingdom and of the United States of 

America are concentrated off the shores of Eas·t Africa. The United. ~(ingdom 

command has ordered its military units stationed in Great Britain, in Northern 

Ireland, on the Island of 1ual ta and in \'i estern Germany to be in full combat 

~eadiness for dispatch to East Africa at any moment if necessary. 

The present scope of the mi tary operations of troops in East Africa 

shows that the United Kingdom command is taking advantage of the existing 

situation: to develop extensive military action against the peoples of the recently-

liberated African countries, thus making their independence illusory and 

ephemeral. This military action pursues the aim of maintaining and strengthening 

the military strategic :positions of the United t>.ingdom, trampling on the 

sovereignty and national interests of Kenya, Ugand.a and Tanganyika, t>.nd threatening 

the freedom and independence of other .African countries. 

Foreign garrisons are being increased in r,,alaya and Borneo, where an att,empt 

is being made to prop up that very ~stable formation the I<'ederation of I,;alaysia, 

w-ith British bayonets. This fact is seriously aggravating the situation in 

South East Asia. Foreign troops become a force in support of a coup d 1etat, as, 

for instance, in South Viet-nam, or a coup de force a.s in Gabon, in order to 

maintain in power puppet dictators who lack any support by the people. 

United States intervention in South Viet-nam is continuing and is being 

intensified. United States troops have occupied that country and are behavirAg 

in it if it were their own: they liquidate one dictator, put another in his 

place 
1 

bring about palace revolutions, and 1i terally perform gendarme and police 

functions. United States occupation of South Viet-nam, in view of the heroic 

resistance of its people, is now accompanied by a destructive war of 

against the Viet-namese. It is well known that plans are now· being prepared in 
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the United States to extend United States military intervention northwards' 

against .ari independent sovereign State - the Democratic Republic of Viet-nam. 
·'! 

This armed interference by the United States in the lives of the P!'!Oples of 
:" : ' ;~ . . ' 

South East Asia is an extremely dangerous playing with fire, which will lead to 

serious consequences unless it is stop2ed. 

To justify the armed interference of the \{estern· fo,.fers in the affairs' of 

other peoples, S:Jecially-invented theories have made their appea:;:-ance which bear 

the obv~ous stamp of colonial imperialistic :POlicy. These theories set cut to 

prove that· the presence of foreign troo·,Js in various countries and areas of the 
'. ~ 

world is even indispensable.; The question arises: indis:pensabl~ for whom? 

One of the varieties of 'these theories is that o:f the so-called conc~pt of a 

"vacuum" 1 according to which, rri thout the pre sene~ of foreign troops - that is, 

without the armed for~es of 1~ATb - countries allegedly cannot develop normally 

along the path of national independence. 7itho'ut asldng the peoples for their 

opinion, the NATO countries atrogate to themselves the role of "guardians11 - or 

rather, gendarmes - in the States of Africa and Asia. 

It is this concept of a '"vacuum 11 that is used to justify the sending of 

United States armed forces to the area of the Indian Ocean, although hitherto, 
. ' 

precisely because no foreign troops 1 or hardly any, nere there, no international 

disputes have arisen in that area. v•r •• .£Namara, the Secretary of Defense of 

the United State's, based: himself on' this erroneous concept •vhen, in his recent 

statement to the United States Congress on the question of the military budget, 

he called for an intensification of military intervention by the United States 

in the political life of other countries of the world, and very clearly made it 

unders.tood that the Wishes of the populations of those countries could 'be 

disregarded. In this connex.ion we cannot fail to recall the bloody events in 

Panama, where foreign troops O:;_Jened fire on the unarmed population - events 

which aro~sed indignation throughout the world. 

The Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom, .,Jl'. Butler, referred at a 

·. 

recent me,eting. of the Eight'e€m-Natioii Comrni ttee to certain "peace-keeping 

commitments all over the world" (ENDC/PV.l69, p.l4) which a~e allegedly incumbent. 

upon the Government of the United Ydngdom~ At the ·s~e time he even tried to 

justify an increase in the military budget of the United ~ingdom by such 
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"commitments", and also dragged in the concept of setting up forces which 
11 could be speedily deployed and sent to any trouble-spot in the world 11 (ibid,, 

.J2.:.§). In essence, all these statements are based on recognition of a 11 right 11 

(I put the word "right" in inverted commas) to send foreign troops to any 

particular country and to ride roughshold over the will of the peoples of such 

countries. But who, in fact, has grru1ted such a right, and who has empowered 

foreign troops to become the rulers of the political destinies of other Stat.es 

against the will of their peoples? To support his statement :t,a-. Butler referred 

to the events in Cyprus as an exa.mple. But precisely that example convincingly 

testifies to the contrary, to the fact that, if there were no foreign troops or 

military bases, the people of Cyprus could have solved their internal problems 

long ago. 

The i,dnister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR, J:,ir. Gromyko, replying to t.he 

questions of a correspondent of ~stiya, said on 2 1larch 1964 that no Sta,te 

has any grounds for assuming the right to perpetuate the maintenance of its 

forces and military bases on the territories of other States. The at.tempt to 

assume the right to fulfil some ldnd of police functions in relation to other 

States by the use of a State 1s own forces and bases outside its own national 

frontiers expresses an aggressive trend in foreign policy. The world has 

recently witnessed new evidence confirming that foreign troops and foreign 

military bases are a serious source of international complications. The na.tions 

resolutely condeum this policy (ENDC/127*, pp. 7, 8). 

[,,X. Gromyko stated that one of the principal problems calling for solution 

is that of withdrawal of foreign troops from the territories of other States, 

or at least, as an urgent measure, reducing their number (ibid., 1?:.7). The 

Soviet Government has always insisted and will continue to insist on a soluiiion 

to this problem. Recent events clearly confirm that the struggle for the 

wi thdravml of foreign troops is one of the most importru1t historical trends of 

our time. The develo:pment of this trend. has already led to the evacuation of 

foreign bases in ~.iorocco and the liquida-tion of the French base at Bi zeria in 

Tunisia, ru1d there are reports of the forthcoming liquidation of foreign bases 

in Libya. .Another manifestation ol' this trend is the recent statement of the 

Government of Ceylon that in future it will not allow ships to enter its ports, 
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or aircraft to land at its air-fields, if they are carrying nuclear weapons. 

USSR) 

The trend is also shown by the resolu-l:;ion ador>ted by the Conference of Heads of 

African States an<i Governments at Adilis Ababa in i.ay 1963, which contains a demand 

for the liquidation of the military occu~ation of the Africro1 continent. 

Incidentally, I would remind yov that this resolution of the Addis Ababa Conference 

has been issued as a documenJii of our Conuni ttee under symbtll number Ei.IDC/93/Rev .1 

of 18 June 1963 1 and is before the Committee. 

Our taslr is to support in every way this undoubtedly :>ro;sressive trend, 

'\'i'hich leads to the strengthenin;::; of the independence of States and to a really 

stable peace, and not to go in for quibbles in order to retain by all means ~he 

right to maintain troops in the territories of other countries and thereby to 

retain the possibility of pressure or direct arm~d intervention by foreign troops 

in the internal affairs of other .States. In essence, that what i·.r. Butler 

suggested to us in his statement to the Committee, 

lle are firmly Ol.JyOsed to such views, which are contrary both to the United 

Nations Charter and to the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial 

~Olliltries and peoples, ado~ted at the fifteenth session of the United Nations 

General Assembly, which nnequivocally prohibits the use of armed force against 

peoples which have tal-ren the path of national independence (A/RES/1514 (XV)). 

Foreign troops which are the instrument of foreign domination and o:ppression must 

be withdrawn from the territories of other conn tries. 'l'he implementation of this 

measure would greatly reduce tension in international relations and improve the 

international situation.· 

<..r. de CASTRO (Brazil) (translation from French): b.llow me to adcl a 

few brief remarl(s to the very interesting discussion we have had today in the 

Committee. 

l<'irst, I should like to stress that 'I'Te listened v1ith t.he greatest interest 

to the remarks made on two very important collateral measures: the reduction of 

military budgets, and the peaceful use of atomic ener[s'y. I consider these two 

measures very interesting, because they can enable us to reach our desired 

objective: i.i.isarmament as part of our worh:: for :peace. 

I should like to devote es~ecial attention today to the reduction of military 

budgets, because my deleciation considers tha·li this measure would be the most 
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practical, effective, reasonable, sure and easy method of progressively achieving 

disarmament. all realize that it would be futile to expect sudden disarmament. 

However, while we cannot halt the arms race all at once, ve nrust at least endeavour 

to slow it dovm. As we see it, an indirect but effective way of U.oing this vould 

be to reduce gradually the :resources fed into the 11 arma.ments mi 11 11 - that is to 

say, financial resources. 
.. 

\{e therefore believe that it is :pro:;:;er, desirable and reasonable ,.,c,o give 

priority in our Cornmi ttee to a discussion of this problem of reducing military 

budgets. That does not mean in the least that we thiU:.: we should concentra·te on 

this problem to the e~~clusion of all others; for there a.re other very important 

problems. , .• oreover, the reduction of rrrlli tary budgets is closely linlt.ed with other 

colla;ceral measures. ';'le consider that, in order to disarra, a certain number of 

pertinent measures must be envisaged. But we are compelled, for procedural 

reasons and practical purposes, to concentrate on a certain number of measures and 

to go into them thoroughly. i.~e ca.ruJ.ot war:~ without a. Method, s:pealdng today on 

one subjed;, tomorr011 on anot.her, a:nd then, the day after that, broaching a third 

subject without in the end achieving any results. That; would be a sterile 

approach. 

In my view - a:nd, I believe, in that of everyone else - we are ·here to 

achieve results. Our task is to achieve general and complete disarmament, 

overcomin{£ all difficulties, all procedural alld political obstacles which ma.y 

arise. To overcome them, we nnist study each }?roblem before us in a serious 

mar.ner. 

'£he 'Problem of military budgets is a serious one, and lies at the root of 

all the others; for, in peace as in v:a:r, everything de:pends on economics. 

Consequently, if we s .. re to study the problems before our Co!Th"llitte'e seriously, 

in order to find a solution for them, we must study the economic basis of 

armaments and of the arms race. 

i'ie are therefore very pleased to see that the pro::_)osal submi M .. ad by my 

delegation to this Committee in the form of a woridng document {ENDC/126), aimed 

at persuading the Conm1ittee to study the 2roblem of reducing military budgets, 

retains its full importance in relation to tr:o other problems: the economic 

reconversion of the world from a war to a peace economy; and international 

assistance- or rather, co-o2eration, a term better suited to the susceptibilities 

of those peoples who have develo:ped a 11ew :LJOli ·Heal consciousness - to promote 

a fresh economic balance in the world. 
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Our proposal, presented as a worldn£; document, met with a favourable response 1 

and there was support for a discussion of ·i:;his problem. I thini~ this worldng 

document served a useful purpose, and I am glad of it, for the matter has now 

been under serious study for two weel~s. L step has been made in the right 

direction, and I wish to ta!:te this op:?ortuni ty of e~r:::'~~ssing our most sincere 

thanl-ts to all the delegations - from the Italian delegation which vras the first 

to speak, to those who have spoken today on this matter, those of Poland and ~.ie:dco. 

I thanl-;:: all those who have e;cpressed an opinion, either to show their interest in 

the subject or to support ou!" proposal as a whole or in some of i;lis aspects; for 

that encourages us to continue to do all in our power to make a modest contribution 

to this gigantic ta,sk we have undertal:en. 

I represent here a country whose strenr;th lies solely in its wea.l~ess in war. 

Since we are weal:: in war 1 perhaps we may presume that we shall be strong in peace.· 

We are, indeed, strong in one respect, Yle are strong because we are convinced that 

we must do everything possible to achieve a genuine peace, a peace founded on 

justice and not on the force which we do not possess ancl which, in our view, is 

not the ideal vray of solving the problems oZ th., p:r:::sent- .:lay world. 

In erpressing these thani;:.s I nrust in certain cases go somewhat further. I 

must tender especial thanl:;;.s to the delegation of India for i:ir. Nehru 1 s comments 

on the day of his de1:;arture {ENJJC /PV .1701 pp. 24 et seq) • He made a speech in 

which he not only expressed his views on our proposal, but also made a profound 

analysis of its merit and substance. In addi tion 1 he asl~ed whether we could 

provide certain suppl.ementary explanations which would place his delegation -

and the Government of India- in a better position to evaluate our proposal. 

Whilst ex-pressing our thanl;:s to the Indian delegation for its interest in 

our project, I should lE;:e to give some brief explanations in re::;>lY to the 

questions put here by its leader. He mentioned three aspects. He asked first 

of all (ibid., ·p. 29) whether it was necessary to create a new fund to use the 

savings which would be achieved as a result of reductions in military budgets. 

We must explain ourselves clearly on this :;?Oint. 

It is neither our intention npr in our interest to create new agencies. 

There are quite enough already; for, in our O:Jinion 1 one of the wealr. :points of 

the United Nations is the proliferation of agencies between which there is :perhaps 
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some collaboration 7 but not always an adequate degree of constructive co-operation. 

A desire to collaborate and co-operate is one thing, but co-ordination is ru1other. 

And it is :proper co.-ordination which is lacking; without tha.t, one sometimes gets 

lost. 

We do not wish to insist on the creation of new agencies, which might perhaps 

arouse certain apprehensions in the Indian and other delegations. ~{hat we do 

want is, with the savings achieved through a reduction in military budgets, to 

establish a fund- it would perhaps be more appropriate to say adequate funds 

to be used for economic reconversion and for development; in other words, t,o 

devote the savings from the war budget to a peace economy. 

That is our idea, which in essence is fully in accordance with the spirit 

of the United Nations, and indeed with the most recent trends of thought in the 

United Nations. If we consult the United Nations documents of February, we 

see that the Secretary-General of the United Nations, U 'Thant, has just proposed 

the creation of what he calls a United Nations development programme to carry ou 

the development decade which started two years ago. To implement this programme 

he advocates in a special report the merging of the United Nations Special FW1d 

and the Expanded ?rogramme of Technical Assistance into one big development fund. 

It is in this spirit that we wish to establish a fund and that in the last part of 

our working document we recommend the establishment within our Committee of a 

working group composed of a certain nutnber of representatives, whose task would be 

to make studies and submit recommendations to our Committee. If our Committee 

recommended the establishment of the fund, the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations could, for example, transmit that orinion to the Economic and Social 

Council, as he did when advocating the adoption of his United Nations Development 

Programme, on which occasion an ad hoc committee- to which the delegation of 

Brazil has the honour to belong - was set u11 to prepare a report. 

that intention that our worldng paper was prepared. 

It wa's with 

The second question raised by •. .r. Nehru is as follows. If ·the developing 

countries manage to achieve savings in their military budgets, should they, who 

have so many neec1s and are terribly short of capital, contribute to this fund 

and renounce these savings? I say Yes, on the lines indicated in our working 

paper. What in fact do we recommend in that document? '.'Je suggest that 80 per 

cent of the savings be used by the same countries which achieved them, and that 

only 20 per cent be made over to the fund. 
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What do I intend to do with that 20 per cent? To give the needy and 

developing countries the right to say that. they are giving as well as receiving. 

As I see it, we must do away with the idea that there are giver and receiver 

countries, since all countries both give and receive. We know that, with such 

an attitude and with the new political consciousness which now prevails, we can 

obtain throughout the world what I refuse to call assistance but call co-operation 

and economic and social solidarity. 

both give and receive. 

Thus countries like India and Brazil can 

There is nothing new about this idea. When I was President of the FAO 

Council, I advocated the setting-up of an international food fund, and the World 

Food Programme was created. All countries participate in it and contribute their 

food surpluses, for every country in the world, even the neediest, the. most 

impoverished, is likely to have a surplus of certain products; some, even, have 

nothing but surpluses- coffee, sugar and so forth. It is in this spirit that 

I wish to devote such parts of the military budgets as are superfluous- for 

after all we are trying to disarm at this Conference - to the establishment of a 

fund for the economic development of the world, which is a very important matter, 

as I shall try to demonstrate in reply to another question raised by the 

representative of India. 

The third question raised by the representative of India is the follo,ring. 

Is the Eighteen-Nation Comndttee on Disarmament the right forum for a discussion 

of this problem? Yes it is; and I think I can easily show why. The first 

reason is that we should not have the money we need without the savings obtained 

from the military budgets. Where should this matter be debated if not in the 

Disarmament Conference? That is why we must, from the outset, discuss this 

problem here. The second reason is that we advocate the establishment of this 

fund because we consider that the economic imbalance of the world is a major 

factor of social tension, perhaps just as serious as the factors denolli~ced here 

today by li;r. Tsarapldn as a menace to peace. The gulf between the needy, poor 

and underdeveloped countries and the rich, industrialized and developed countries 

is as great as the ideological g,ulf between the socialist and capitalist worlds, 

if not greater. Our uim is to diminish social tensions in the w·orld so as to 

avoid those expl~sions which could lead to the ultimate catastrophe. 
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For these two reasons, I consider that the problem should be discussed in 

our Committee. 

Committee. No. 

That is not to say that the subject will be exhausted in the 

As we see it, the Committee, after making a serious study of 

the Subject, as it has indeed already done, can prepare a report in the sense of 

a formal recommendation to the Secret·ary-General. If we achieve this agreement 

>'f.hich I have so much at heart, it will be for the Secreta.ry-General 1 and therefore 

for the United Nations, to make a detailed study of the most effective, realistic 

and reasonable method of establishing an effective fund .. 

underlying our Yrorldug paper. 

That was the idea 

Such were the comments and facts which I wanted to submit to the delegation 

of India, as a tolten of Brazil 1 s gratitude for the interest shown by the Indian 

delegation in the question we have had the honour to raise in the Corruni ttee. 

In addition to those especial thrullits, I should also like to th~~ the 

Polish representative, ~~. Blusztajn~ very sincerely for his reference to our 

proposal (supra., P·2 ). Iu his very interesting sr>eech, which I followed with 

great attention for its great clarity and remarkable depth, he stressed two 

points with which we entirely agree. Indeed 1 both the speech in which I 

introduced our working paper (ENDJ/PV.l66, pp.5 et seg) and the text of that 

document itself cont!'-dn the same ideas though perhaps less well expressed, as the 

Folish representative 1 s speech ·i;oday, and "(,hose ideas vrere put forward in the same 

spirit and with the same desire to find a solution to this problem. He said 

this morning that the point to be emphasized was that the trend manifested in the 

spontaneous statements made by the United States of Ataerica and the Soviet Union 

ou the subjec·l:; of budget reductions must be maintained and strengthened, and that 

vre must not hesitate to follow up such a promising beginning. In the int.ro:duction 

to our working paper w·e too said that all Governments· should be urged to show 

their desire for :9eace by practical measures and by making similar reducticms in 

their military budgets. The representative of ?oland reaffirmed that today. 

Our Conference should launch a universal appeal. If I understood the 

represeutati ve of Poland correctly, he does not want to la;y dm'l'n a fix.ed percentage 

but would like each country to determine a reasonable percentage for itself. 

':re entirely agree with him on this point, particularly since it would thus be 

possible to overcome certain difficulties on which I should now like to dwell. 
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One of these difficulties '"as stressed by certain nations, such as the 

United States of America, whose delegate, "'ir. Foster t was very sympathetic to 

our proposal (.:hlli. 1 pp.l5, 16); he was 1 however, reticent about the possibility 

of adopting a definite position, mainly because in his cow1try budgetary problems 

are the concern of Congress (Ei:IDC/1?V.l70, p.7). A constitutional difficulty is 

involved here. However, I do not consider personally that this difficulty is 

insurmountable, for I lmow that the United States has surmouni:.ed it in certain spe-c.ifio 

cases. During the budget debat9 in various international organizations the 

United States delegation is obliged to make the following statement: 11'.'le can 

only adopt a linrlted budget. For us that is a ceiling, because Congress has 

fixed that limit for us." But whenever international organizations have adopted 

budgets above that ceiling - as has often happened, particularly at the last 

debate on the FAG budget, which I attended - the United States has found a ''aJ' 
to overcome its constitutional difficulties and fulfil its international commitments. 

I do not thin!i that in this case there will be any difficulties which cannot 

be overcome again, so I run optimistic that in time we shall also obtain the support 

of the United States of America for our project. l:,oreover 1 I have already noticed 

two very pertinent facts which permit us to hope for a favourable attitude. 

Allow me to quote an article published by that influential newspaper The New York 

Times in its international edition. On 26 February, under the heading npoverty 

"Poverty and Disarmament", which touches us closely since it links the problems 

of development with those of disarmament, we read these lines, 'i'lhich are relevant 

to this attitude which I should like to see increasingly affirmed by the United 

St~tes delegation: (continued in English) 

"The conquest of poverty will be neither swift nor cheap. For 

the first year President Johnson seys he hopes to mcl{e nearly a billion 

dollars in new money available for l"ederal antipoverty programs. However, 

the indications are that the amount actually to be spent for the 1964-65 

fiscal year will not exceed one-third that amount. This is perhaps as much 

as can be usefully a~plied at the start; but vastly larger appropriations 

will be necessary later if the assault is to attain the massive dimensions 

essential to chop away the root causes of dependency. 
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nations's awareness of thi.s need comes as it has been 

found possible to ma:.1:e the first mo<1est cuts in the billion-dollar-a.-wee~;: 

litary budget. W1ud:; could be more 

as a matter of conscious na:Uonal 

ate than to establish now, 

, a clear lin!-::. between cutbacl;;.s 

in <lefe:nce s;?ending and increased investment in human welfa.re and 

aomwuni ty services? 11 

The article ended ''fi th these words: 
11 By a, deci on now· part of the funds released from 

defense will be earmarh.ed for schools, housing, health and public works, 

the movement away from mili var could be coupled with a movement 

forvtard in the war :)OVerty. By this exam:;Jle, a powerful spur 

would simul"baneously be ed -'c,o other government,s ~~Jo mcl're similar 

cornm.i tments for reallocation of their resources to peaceful programs. 

'fhe against J?OVerty could eventually be turned into the wo1·ldrride 

Wldertaking it must be for true security and the abolition of want. 11 

(continued in French) 

That is why I feel that there are ce:dain latent :possibilities of our reaching 

a sort of consensus, an agreement, on this problem. 

i.~r. Tsara:9Id"n said today (supra. 1 J!• 30) that no other subject had met with 

such a large measure oi' a.pl?roval. is ·bo more members of s Commi t·bee 

had declared themselves willing to study this }_)roblem of reducing mili budgets 

than any other problem. I agree with hh1 1 and Jc,herefore consider that ;w should 

persist in our desire to analyse this problem. 'l'he representative of Canada 

pointed out very rightly that the matter is complex and cated (supra. 2 "2•1.3) 

I am in agreement with him, too. That is why the question must be gone into 

thoroughly. ;-re cannot launch into ::~roblems of this ·type without knowing them 

well. But that is no reason for not studying them. On the contrary, if a 

problem is complex and complicated from the start, we must analyse it and increase 

our trnowledge of its various as1_Jects, so as to master it and be able to find a 

solution. I repeat, we must continue to lay stress on this problem. 

I should also lilte to than.k the representative of J:~exico, • de Santiago, 

for his observations on our proposal, and particularly his statement that his 

country shes to be always in agreement with mine ( SUj)Ta •• z ;p. 26 ) • ":lexico 
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and Brazil are united in defence of the ideals of peace; they have always worked 

together to achieve the denuclearization of Latin ~nerica. In fact it is tharu~s 

to the efforts of our two ?residents, Lopez "-~ateos of Liexico and Jo'ao Goulart 

of Brazil, that that movement has been launched. I therefore wish to extend my 

warmest thanks to the representative of ;..~exico for his interest in and support 

of our proposal. 

In conclusion, I hope some progress can be made on this point. I do not 

say that we can solve the problem overnight, or that '"e can achieve substantial 

results in the twinlding of an eye; but I am sure that "e shall succeed; indeed, 

we must succeed, because some progress has to be made. 

I do not believe that anyone can reasonably imagine that, in order to combat 

the armaments race, we must plunge into a disarmament race - that, too, would be 

dangerous -; but at least we must not stand still. If we realize that the arms 

race is leading us towards a terrible danger, a great peril, an abyss, it is 

better to advance slowly than at the terrifying speed which is habitual in our 

epoch. That is why we must slow clown; and, to slow dovm, we must disarm, but 

slowly. For in the face of danger it is always more risky to act precipitately 

than slowly. The ideal would be to advance slowly but surely towards disarmament. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communigue: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its 172nd :9lenary meeting in the :!?alai s des Nations, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of R.E. Ambassador C. Lw~anov, representative of 

Bulgaria. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of the United States 

of America, i-'oland, Canada, the United ~-;:ingdom, i:iexico, the Soviet Union 

and Brazil. 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 10 

i . .arch 1964, at 10.30 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m. 




